ABSTRACT In this paper we study the existence, and continuous dependence of the solution 0 0(z,t) on a H61der space Ua'l+'d2(',.)(-, [0,1] [0, T], 0 < 7 < 1) of a linear parabolic equation, prescribing 0(z,0) f(z),O=(1, r) g(r) the integral type condition f O(x, ')dx E(r). 
In Cannon, Yanpin Lin [1] it is proved a result on existence, uniqueness and continuous dependence for this problem. In this paper we give conditions for which the solution of (1.1)-(1.4) belongs to a Hfilder space and we prove that this solution depends continuously upon the data with respect to the corresponding Hfilder norms. Similar problems are considered in [2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10] . 
for 0 < " < 7", 0 _< < T, provided E is ditferentiable.
We shall assume the following compatibility hypothesis: Since '0-0'')o0,0 < C'l-bl, then integrating by parts as before, we have IJl _< (B) . This solution belongs to H+"'+"n(-T and satisfies II,ll +'''+'n _< C(T){llll'+(',-+ IIll"-' + IIfll:+'}.
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Finally, the remark after Lemma 2.1 implies that any solution of (B) in QT has to be u.
